To whom it may concern,

With this letter, the University of Alicante wishes to show the support for the candidacy of the Generalitat Valenciana to be part of the local program of the Open Government Partnership, the international alliance of reference in the field of open government.

For years our institution has maintained an intense collaboration with the Conselleria de Participació, Transparència, Cooperació i Qualitat Democràtica to carry out training, research and awareness-raising activities in transparency, open data, public integrity and citizen participation in order to boost open government culture in different spheres of society.

The Generalitat has worked on the development of a Valencian model for promoting open government that is based on alliances and collaboration networks at different levels, and in which the public universities of the Valencian Community, and this university in particular, have an important role. In this sense, it is important that the culture of transparency and participation does not remain only in the public administration, but also involves other institutions, civil society and social actors, and citizens in general. This university also provides research for innovation and return to society in this area, as well as raising awareness of this culture among students, the university community, and the general public.

The Generalitat Valenciana, through the Conselleria de Participació, Transparència, Cooperació i Qualitat Democràtica, has worked and is also working in this regard with numerous relevant initiatives, taking advantage of available technology and data and information management to advance in the democratization of institutions. Noteworthy, for example, are the GVA Oberta transparency portal, the open data project and its portal, the transparency of lobbying activities, the TEP platform for transparency in private entities, the alert system for the prevention of bad practices. Also, regarding participation, it is to be highlighted the portal GVA Participa, the development of participatory methodologies based on the community, dynamic panels of good participatory practices at the local level, the design of strategic participation diagnosis in the Valencian associative network or the participatory budget of the Generalitat, to name just a few projects and initiatives. In all of this, an important commitment and recognition of the important role that public universities can play in advancing open government have been shown.

To promote this project and continue developing open government in the Valencian Community, it is important to consolidate all these collaboration networks, exchange experiences, learn from other projects and generate new alliances at all levels. Therefore, we express our support for this candidacy, with the conviction of the importance of being part of this international network for the integration and development of open government principles, and our willingness to collaborate in the plan and the projects that are derived in the scope of the Valencian Community.

The Rector of University of Alicante

Delegation of signature by Rectoral Resolution of 22nd December 2020

EVA|ESPINAR|RUIZ

Vice-Rector of Equality, Inclusion and Social Responsability

Eva Espinar Ruiz
To whom it may concern,

With this letter, the Universitat Jaume I wishes to show the support for the candidacy of the Generalitat Valenciana to be part of the local program of the Open Government Partnership, the international alliance of reference in the field of open government.

For years our institution has maintained an intense collaboration with the Conselleria de Participació, Transparència, Cooperació i Qualitat Democràtica to carry out training, research and awareness-raising activities in transparency, open data, public integrity and citizen participation in order to boost open government culture in different spheres of society.

The Generalitat has worked on the development of a Valencian model for promoting open government that is based on alliances and collaboration networks at different levels, and in which the public universities of the Valencian Community, and this university in particular, have an important role. In this sense, it is important that the culture of transparency and participation does not remain only in the public administration, but also involves other institutions, civil society and social actors, and citizens in general. This university also provides research for innovation and return to society in this area, as well as raising awareness of this culture among students, the university community, and the general public.

The Generalitat Valenciana, through the Conselleria de Participació, Transparència, Cooperació i Qualitat Democràtica, has worked and is also working in this regard with numerous relevant initiatives, taking advantage of available technology and data and information management to advance in the democratization of institutions. Noteworthy, for example, are the GVA Oberta transparency portal, the open data project and its portal, the transparency of lobbying activities, the TEP platform for transparency in private entities, the alert system for the prevention of bad practices. Also, regarding participation, it is to be highlighted the portal GVA Participa, the development of participatory methodologies based on the community, dynamic panels of good participatory practices at the local level, the design of strategic participation diagnosis in the Valencian associative network or the participatory budget of the Generalitat, to name just a few projects and initiatives. In all of this, an important commitment and recognition of the important role that public universities can play in advancing open government have been shown.

To promote this project and continue developing open government in the Valencian Community, it is important to consolidate all these collaboration networks, exchange experiences, learn from other projects and generate new alliances at all levels. Therefore, we express our support for this candidacy, with the conviction of the importance of being part of this international network for the integration and development of open government principles, and our willingness to collaborate in the plan and the projects that are derived in the scope of the Valencian Community.

Eva Alcón Soler
Rector of Universitat Jaume I
To whom it may concern,

With this letter, the Miguel Hernández University of Elche wishes to show the support for the candidacy of the Generalitat Valenciana to be part of the local program of the Open Government Partnership, the international alliance of reference in the field of open government.

For years our institution has maintained an intense collaboration with the Conselleria de Participació, Transparència, Cooperació i Qualitat Democràtica to carry out training, research and awareness-raising activities in transparency, open data, public integrity and citizen participation in order to boost open government culture in different spheres of society.

The Generalitat has worked on the development of a Valencian model for promoting open government that is based on alliances and collaboration networks at different levels, and in which the public universities of the Valencian Community, and this university in particular, have an important role. In this sense, it is important that the culture of transparency and participation does not remain only in the public administration, but also involves other institutions, civil society and social actors, and citizens in general. This university also provides research for innovation and return to society in this area, as well as raising awareness of this culture among students, the university community, and the general public.

The Generalitat Valenciana, through the Conselleria de Participació, Transparència, Cooperació i Qualitat Democràtica, has worked and is also working in this regard with numerous relevant initiatives, taking advantage of available technology and data and information management to advance in the democratization of institutions. Noteworthy, for example, are the GVA Oberta transparency portal, the open data project and its portal, the transparency of lobbying activities, the TEP platform for transparency in private entities, the alert system for the prevention of bad practices. Also, regarding participation, it is to be highlighted the portal GVA Participa, the development of participatory methodologies based on the community, dynamic panels of good participatory practices at the local level, the design of strategic participation diagnosis in the Valencian associative network or the participatory budget of the Generalitat, to name just a few projects and initiatives. In all of this, an important commitment and recognition of the important role that public universities can play in advancing open government have been shown.

To promote this project and continue developing open government in the Valencian Community, it is important to consolidate all these collaboration networks, exchange experiences, learn from other projects and generate new alliances at all levels. Therefore, we express our support for this candidacy, with the conviction of the importance of being part of this international network for the integration and development of open government principles,
and our willingness to collaborate in the plan and the projects that are derived in the scope of the Valencian Community.

Prof. Domingo L. Orozco Beltrán

Vice Rector for Research

(By delegation of RR 00278/2021 of 12 February 2021, DOGV no. 9024, 19 February 2021).
To whom it may concern,

With this letter, the Universitat Politècnica de València wishes to show the support for the candidacy of the Generalitat Valenciana to be part of the local program of the Open Government Partnership, the international alliance of reference in the field of open government.

For years our institution has maintained an intense collaboration with the Conselleria de Participació, Transparència, Cooperació i Qualitat Democràtica to carry out training, research and awareness-raising activities in transparency, open data, public integrity and citizen participation in order to boost open government culture in different spheres of society.

The Generalitat has worked on the development of a Valencian model for promoting open government that is based on alliances and collaboration networks at different levels, and in which the public universities of the Valencian Community, and this university in particular, have an important role. In this sense, it is important that the culture of transparency and participation does not remain only in the public administration, but also involves other institutions, civil society and social actors, and citizens in general. This university also provides research for innovation and return to society in this area, as well as raising awareness of this culture among students, the university community, and the general public.

The Generalitat Valenciana, through the Conselleria de Participació, Transparència, Cooperació i Qualitat Democràtica, has worked and is also working in this regard with numerous relevant initiatives, taking advantage of available technology and data and information management to advance in the democratization of institutions. Noteworthy, for example, are the GVA Oberta transparency portal, the open data project and its portal, the transparency of lobbying activities, the TEP platform for transparency in private entities, the alert system for the prevention of bad practices. Also, regarding participation, it is to be highlighted the portal GVA Participa, the development of participatory methodologies based on the community, dynamic panels of good participatory practices at the local level, the design of strategic participation diagnosis in the Valencian associative network or the participatory budget of the Generalitat, to name just a few projects and initiatives. In all of this, an important commitment and recognition of the important role that public universities can play in advancing open government have been shown.

To promote this project and continue developing open government in the Valencian Community, it is important to consolidate all these collaboration networks, exchange experiences, learn from other projects and generate new alliances at all levels. Therefore, we express our support for this candidacy, with the conviction of the importance of being part of this international network for the integration and development of open government principles, and our willingness to collaborate in the plan and the projects that are derived in the scope of the Valencian Community.

ANTONIA FERRER|SAPENA
DIRECTORA DEL OBSERVATORIO VALENCIANO DE DATOS ABIERTOS Y TRANSPARENCIA

JOSE MANUEL CALABUIG RODRIGUEZ
DIRECTOR DEL INSTITUTO UNIVERSITARIO DE MATEMÁTICA PURA Y APlicada - IUMPA
To whom it may concern

D. JOAQUÍN MARTÍN CUBAS, con DNI 19.850.501-Y, in his capacity as director of the PAGODA Chair of open government, participation and open data of the University of Valencia,

PLACE ON RECORD

Our support for the candidacy of the Generalitat Valenciana to be part of the local program of the Open Government Partnership, the international alliance of reference in the field of open government.

For years our institution has maintained an intense collaboration with the Conselleria de Participació, Transparència, Cooperació i Qualitat Democràtica to carry out training, research and awareness-raising activities in transparency, open data, public integrity and citizen participation in order to boost open government culture in different spheres of society. This collaboration is carried out through the Open Government, Participation and Open Data Chair.

The Generalitat has worked on the development of a Valencian model for promoting open government that is based on alliances and collaboration networks at different levels, and in which the public universities of the Valencian Community, and this university in particular, have an important role. In this sense, it is important that the culture of transparency and participation does not remain only in the public administration, but also involves other institutions, civil society and social actors, and citizens in general. This university also provides research for innovation and return to society in this area, as well as raising awareness of this culture among students, the university community, and the general public.

The Generalitat Valenciana, through the Conselleria de Participació, Transparència, Cooperació i Qualitat Democràtica, has worked and is also working in this regard with numerous relevant initiatives, taking advantage of available technology and data and information management to advance in the democratization of institutions. Noteworthy, for example, are the GVA Oberta transparency portal, the open data project and its portal, the transparency of lobbying activities, the TEP platform for transparency in private entities, the alert system for the prevention of bad practices. Also, regarding participation, it is to be highlighted the portal GVA Participa, the development of participatory methodologies based on the community, dynamic panels of good participatory practices at the local level, the design of strategic participation diagnosis in the Valencian associative network or the participatory budget of the Generalitat, to name just a few projects and initiatives. In all of this, an important commitment and recognition of the important role that public universities can play in advancing open government have been shown.

To promote this project and continue developing open government in the Valencian Community, it is important to consolidate all these collaboration networks, exchange
experiences, learn from other projects and generate new alliances at all levels. Therefore, we express our support for this candidacy, with the conviction of the importance of being part of this international network for the integration and development of open government principles, and our willingness to collaborate in the plan and the projects that are derived in the scope of the Valencian Community.